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Highlights


Ultrathin Al2O3 coatings are deposited on LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 composite electrodes by
Atomic Layer Deposition



The Al2O3 coating effectively improves cycling performance in high voltage ranges



The Al2O3 coating decreases charge transfer resistance and enhances Li ion diffusivity



The Al2O3 coating increases thermal stability and delays exothermic reactions

Abstract
Ultrathin Al2O3 is directly deposited on LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) composite electrodes by
atomic layer deposition (ALD). After 4 ALD cycles, the coated cathode exhibits significantly
improved cycling performance and thermal stability, especially at high working voltage. The
capacity retention of the coated cathode is 76.8% after 30 cycles in the voltage range of 2-4.8 V,

compared to 58.4% of pristine cathode. The exothermic peak in differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) analysis, corresponding to the reactions between delithiated electrode and electrolyte, is
also delayed after cycling. The improvement is attributed to the reduced charge transfer resistance
and enhanced Li ion diffusivity, as the Al2O3 coating may suppress the side reactions between
electrode and electrolyte, and inhibit the oxygen release under high operating voltage.
Keywords
Lithium-ion battery; ALD coating; LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2; high voltage cyclability; thermal stability.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of electric vehicles (EVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), and
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), extensive study has been conducted on lithium-ion
batteries with higher energy density and longer cycle life [1]. NCM type materials have attracted
much interest due to their high energy density and relatively low cost [2]. Among many other
materials, LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) is viewed as a promising candidate, especially while
operating under high voltage. However, severe capacity degradation at high working voltage was
reported [3, 4], associated with side reactions between electrodes and electrolyte [5]. Another
critical issue is that NCM523 tends to be thermally unstable because of oxygen release when it is
charged to a high voltage (above 4.6V) [5]. In order to mitigate these problems, surface
modification has been investigated [6, 7].
Surface modification could be performed through conventional wet-chemical methods [6-13],
however, the surface coverage, thickness, and uniformity of the coating layer cannot be controlled

precisely [14]. Moreover, these methods usually require post heat treatment and could not be
applied on as-formed composite electrodes [15]. In contrast, atomic layer deposition (ALD) has a
thickness control at the Angstrom or monolayer level [16]. It could be applied directly on asformed electrodes so that the original electrical pathways constructed between the components in
electrodes are not disrupted [15]. High surface coverage could be achieved by coating composite
electrodes compared to coating raw material powder, since the direct coating on powder might be
partly removed during grounding of active material, binder, and conductive carbon [17].
Al2O3 ALD coating was successfully applied on LiCoO2 cathodes to improve their cycling
performance [18, 19] and there were a few reports on Al2O3 ALD coatings on NCM type cathodes
to increase their capacity retention [20, 21]. However, all of the above reports had a cut-off voltage
of 4.5 V and there were few reports on the electrochemical performance of NCM type cathode
working in the high voltage range (above 4.6 V) modified by Al2O3 ALD technique. In addition,
the influence of ALD coating on thermal stability of cathode materials has never been studied in
previous reports. Considering that the charged cathode releases oxygen at high temperature,
combusts the electrolyte exothermally, and leads to thermal runaway in practical applications [22],
it is critical to characterize the thermal stability of Al2O3 ALD coated electrodes at charged state.
In this study, an ultrathin coating of Al2O3 was deposited directly on the as-formed composite
NCM523 electrodes. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) experiments have been applied to investigate the influence of Al2O3 ALD
coating on the cycling performance and thermal stability of NCM523 electrodes.

2. Experimental
2.1 Electrode preparation
The composite electrode was composed of NCM5232 (TODA America, Inc (NCM 04ST))
powder, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, Kynar 710), and carbon black (Timcal, Super C65) in
weight ratio of 93:4:3. The three components were mixed to prepare the slurries in 1-Methyl-2pyrrolidinone (NMP, anhydrous, 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich). Then the slurries were cast on Al-foil
using a doctor blade and dried in vacuum at 80 °C for 24 h.
2.2 Deposition of Al2O3 coatings
Deposition of Al2O3 coatings on the as-formed composite electrode was carried out at 180 °C
in an ALD system (Beneq TFS200), with trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water as the precursors,
and N2 as the carrier. A complete ALD cycle includes the following steps: (1) pulsing TMA for
200 ms, (2) purging the chamber with N2 for 6 s at a flow rate of 300 sccm, (3) pulsing water for
50 ms, and (4) purging the chamber with N2 for 6 s at a flow rate of 300 sccm. 2, 4, 8 and 15 ALD
cycles were applied on electrode sheets, followed by drying in a vacuum at 120 °C for 12 h to
remove residual surface reactants.
2.3 Characterization
The electrode materials were removed from the Al substrate and the crystal structure of the
electrodes was examined by X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD) employing Cu Kα radiation. The
morphology and size distribution of the raw NCM523 particles were characterized by Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) (Phillips XL30) and the images were shown in Supplementary Fig.
S1. The morphology and thickness of the coating were examined by Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM) (FEI Tecnai G2 Sphera cryo-electron microscope). The chemical composition
of the coating was analyzed by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) (Thermo ESCALAB
250Xi) with Al Kα radiation, and all the spectra were calibrated by assigning the C 1s peak at 284.8
eV. The atomic signals on the surface of the electrodes were measured by Oxford Energy
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) attachment of Phillips XL30 SEM.
2.4 Electrochemical measurements
Disc electrodes were punched out, compressed by passing through a rolling mill and dried in
vacuum oven for 4 h before placing them into an Ar-filled glovebox (H2O < 0.1 ppm). The active
mass loading was about 2.5 mg/cm2. 2016 coin cells were assembled with Li metal disc (1.1 mm)
as anode, 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate and diethyl methyl carbonate (EC: DMC 3:7 wt) as
electrolyte, and trilayer PP/PE/PP films (2320, Celgard Inc.) as a separator.
The coin cells were allowed to rest for 2 h before the electrochemical tests were performed.
Galvanostatic charge-discharge was carried out using an Arbin BT2000 battery testing system. The
cells were initially charged and discharged at C/10 (1C = 200 mA g-1) for one cycle, followed by
cycling at 1C in the potential range of 2-4.8 V and 3-4.6 V. The electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) tests were carried out at discharged state in the frequency range of 106 Hz to
10-2 Hz with signal amplitude of 5 mV by Solartron Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer.
2.5 DSC analysis
The coin cells were charged in different conditions and the cathode material at charged state was
removed from the Al substrate. A stainless-steel pan was filled with 2 mg cathode material and 5
μL electrolyte, and then sealed with a gold-plated copper seal (which can withstand 150 atm of

pressure before rupturing). DSC measurements were performed on the sealed pans in a DSC 8000
(Perkin Elmer) using a temperature scan rate of 1 °C/min. At least three measurements were carried
out for each data point to ensure reproducibility.

3. Results and Discussion
XRD patterns of the pristine and Al2O3 coated electrodes with 4 ALD cycles are shown in Fig.
1. A typical pattern of α-NaFeO2 structure with R 3 m space group is observed for both electrodes.
As expected, the Al2O3 coating has no influence on the crystal structure of the substrate material.
No extra peak was detected in the XRD patterns, which could be ascribed to the amorphous Al2O3.
Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the HRTEM images of the pristine and 15 ALD cycles coated electrode
materials. 15 ALD cycles were applied on the electrode to get a thicker layer of Al2O3 for TEM
observation, since the Al2O3 coating grows linearly with ALD cycles. More than 20 particles were
examined and Fig. 2 demonstrates the clear image of the representative particle. The lattice fringe
of pristine NCM523 cathode (Fig. 2(a)) displays its well-ordered layered structure, and the Al2O3
coated cathode (Fig. 2(b)) exhibits a uniform amorphous outer layer on the surface with a thickness
of ~1.65 nm. The average growth rate is ~0.11 nm per cycle, which is consistent with previous
reports of 0.11-0.12 nm per cycle [23]. Fig. 3 shows the XPS images of the pristine and 4 ALD
cycles coated electrodes. The binding energy of 74.7 eV in the XPS spectra could be attributed to
Al 2p, which is assigned to Al-O chemical bond of Al2O3 [19]. The existence of an Al2O3 coating
on the electrode is confirmed, while Al element is not detected on the pristine electrode. The EDS
images of the pristine and 4 ALD cycles coated electrodes are shown in Fig. S2 to further confirm

the existence of the Al2O3 coating.
The present research is focused on the Al2O3 coated cathode with 4 ALD cycles, which exhibits
the best cycling performance among all the coated cathodes with different ALD cycles (see
Supplementary Fig. S2). To acquire high capacity, the cathodes should be operated under a broad
voltage range, therefore an extreme condition with the working voltage range of 2-4.8 V was
designed to investigate the capacity retention. A narrower working voltage range of 3-4.6 V, which
is a conventional high voltage condition, was selected as a comparison to study the influence of
Al2O3 ALD coating on the capacity retention in different voltage ranges. Fig. 4 shows the cycling
performance of pristine and Al2O3 coated NCM523 cathode in the voltage range of 2-4.8 V and 34.6 V at 1C after the initial cycle at C/10, and the inset picture displays the coulombic efficiency
of each cycle. In both voltage ranges, the Al2O3 coated cathode exhibits improved cycling stability
compared to the pristine cathode. The capacity retention of Al2O3 coated cathode is 76.8% after 30
cycles in the high voltage range (2-4.8 V) while that of pristine cathode is only 58.4%. In the low
voltage range (3-4.6 V), the coated cathode could still exhibit a capacity retention of 75.5% even
after 100 cycles while the pristine cathode has merely 59.9% capacity retention. A similar degree
of improvement with the Al2O3 ALD coating is achieved for both voltage ranges. It takes 100
cycles to achieve the desired result in the low voltage range, while only 30 cycles are enough for
the high voltage range, which indicates that the Al2O3 ALD coating has more obvious enhancement
in capacity retention in the higher voltage range. The slightly decreased capacity during the first
few cycles of the coated sample could be ascribed to the lack of electronic conductivity of the
Al2O3 coatings, and it is compensated due to the improved capacity retention effect of Al2O3

coatings in the following cycles. The initial coulombic efficiency of the Al2O3 coated cathode is
also higher than that of the pristine cathode in both voltage ranges of 2-4.8 V and 3-4.6 V (see
Table 1). Fig. 5 shows the voltage versus capacity profiles of each charge-discharge cycle in the
voltage range of 2-4.8 V and 3-4.6 V for the pristine and Al2O3 coated cathode. In each cycle, there
is a voltage drop at the beginning of discharging. The pristine cathode has larger voltage drops
than Al2O3 coated cathode while working in both voltage ranges. The voltage drop of pristine
cathode is 0.81 V after 30 cycles in the voltage range of 2-4.8 V while that of coated cathode is
0.47 V (see Table 2).
It is notable that the side reactions between electrode and electrolyte causes capacity degradation
for layered cathode [6]. Impurities such as Li2O could accelerate the decomposition of LiPF6,
releasing harmful HF and inactive LiF phase [24]. These side reactions could increase the charge
transfer resistance [25] and the LiF phase formed on the electrode surface is highly resistive to Liion migration [26], which results in a capacity and voltage fading. Such side reactions can be
accelerated under a higher voltage range of 2-4.8 V [6]. The Al2O3 ALD coating is supposed to
prevent the direct contact between electrode material and electrolyte, and suppress the side
reactions in order to improve the cycling stability [27, 28]. The Al2O3 ALD coating has more
obvious enhancement in capacity retention in the voltage range of 2-4.8 V than 3-4.6 V due to the
more severe side reactions under a higher voltage range. The lower initial coulombic efficiency of
pristine cathode than coated cathode, resulted from the longer charging time, indicates that more
side reactions happened between pristine cathode and electrolyte. The larger voltage drop of the
pristine cathode than coated cathode also signifies severe polarization caused by side reactions [29,

30]. Fig. 6 compares the dQ/dV plots of the pristine and coated cathodes, which were obtained by
differential analysis of the charge and discharge curves. The redox peaks correspond to the plateaus
in the charge and discharge curves. For the pristine cathodes, the oxidation peak shifts to higher
voltage and the reduction peak shifts to lower voltage after cycles. On the contrary, the coated
cathodes show much smaller redox peaks shift. This further proves that the pristine cathodes have
more severe polarization compared to the coated cathodes.
To further explore the effects of Al2O3 ALD coating on NCM523 cathode and the factors for
enhanced cyclability, EIS measurements were performed on the cells prepared with pristine or
Al2O3 coated cathode at discharged state. Fig. 6 shows Nyquist plots of the pristine and Al2O3
coated cathode cycled in different voltage ranges, and the inset picture displays the plots at an
enlarged scale. The corresponding equivalent circuit was used to fit the Nyquist plots and get
quantitative value of resistance. Rs is the electrolyte resistance at high frequency. Rsei at middle
frequency, and Rct at low frequency demonstrate the resistances of the solid electrolyte interface
(SEI) and the charge-transfer resistance, respectively. W is the Warburg impedance related to the
diffusion of lithium ions [31]. Table 3 shows the resistance value according to the fitting results
from the equivalent circuit and the cell potentials in EIS measurements. Compared to the pristine
cathode, a slightly increased Rsei value of the Al2O3 coated cathode is observed, indicating that the
transport of Li+ ions might be slightly impeded by the insulating ceramic Al2O3 layer. However,
the value of Rct for the pristine cathode increases to 219.4 Ω after 20 cycles in the voltage range
of 2-4.8V, while the value of Rct for Al2O3 coated cathode is only 60.8 Ω. The same trend is also
observed in the low voltage range of 3-4.6V. The reason for the relatively lower Rct value for the

coated cathode is that the Al2O3 coating prevents the direct contact between the cathode and
electrolyte, and therefore suppresses side reactions. As mentioned earlier, the side reactions
deteriorate at high working voltage, which is supported by the fact that the Rct value in the voltage
range of 2-4.8 V is higher than that in the voltage range of 3-4.6 V after 50 cycles. It is noticed that
the value of Rsei for both pristine and Al2O3 coated cathode decrease over each cycle, which could
be ascribed to the activation of the material in the initial several cycles and the gradual formation
of ion conductive SEI layer. This trend is in agreement with the previous work of Shi et al. [32]
and Xia et al. [33]. Some previous reports observed the increase of Rsei with cycles due to the
thickening of SEI layer [10, 24]. It is possible that the SEI layers in our cycling tests were still in
the activation process and the Rsei value might increase again (after 50 cycles for 2-4.8 V and 100
cycles for 3-4.6 V), which will be investigated in our future research.
The linear part of EIS in the low frequency is directly related to Li+ diffusion in electrode and
Li+ diffusion coefficient could be calculated using the following equation [31].

D

R2T 2
2 A2n4 F 4C 2 2

R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, A is the surface area of the electrode, which
is estimated based on the BET area (0.15 m2 g-1 for NCM523 powders), n is the number of electrons
involved in reaction (n=1), F is the Faraday constant, C is the concentration of Li+ in

the

electrode (= ρ/M) based on the molecular weight of NCM523 (M) and density (ρ), and σ is the
Warburg factor. The Warburg factor can be obtained from the slope of Z’ vs. ω−1/2 plots (ω is the
angular frequency) in the Warburg region [34]. The results of the Z’ vs. ω−1/2 for the pristine and

Al2O3 coated cathode after 20 cycles in the voltage range of 2-4.8 V, along with the linear fitting
curves, are shown in Fig. 6 (f). The slope σ can be obtained and D can be calculated from the plot.
The apparent diffusion coefficients for the pristine and Al2O3 coated cathode are 5.21×10−10 cm2
s-1 and 4.98×10−9 cm2 s-1, respectively. The larger apparent Li+ diffusion coefficient for Al2O3
coated cathode indicates that the Al2O3 layer facilitates the diffusion of Li+ at the interface between
electrode and electrolyte. There exists an energetically most favorable composition of lithiated
Al2O3 (LixAl2O3) and the Li+ in the optimal concentration in LixAl2O3 diffuses faster by four orders
of magnitude than the Li+ in a dilute concentration [35]. Since the optimal concentration is related
to the thickness of the Al2O3 coating, it is possible that the ultrathin layer of Al2O3 might favor the
Li+ diffusion. The reduced charge transfer resistance and enhanced Li+ diffusivity are the two main
reasons for the improved cycling performance for Al2O3 coated electrodes.
ALD coating not only enhances the cycling performance of cathode material, but also influences
its thermal stability. It is important to investigate the thermal interactions between the electrodes
and electrolyte since thermal analysis in the presence of electrolyte better mimics the real battery
behavior, and the experimental results were consistent with nail penetration tests on pouch cells
[36, 37]. DSC measurements were carried out for the charged pristine and Al2O3 coated cathode
to study the effects of A2O3 ALD coating on the thermal stability of NCM523 electrode in the
presence of electrolyte. From the electrochemical characterization results above, the Al2O3 ALD
coating has more obvious improvement in cycling stability in the voltage range of 2-4.8 V than 34.6 V, therefore the DSC measurements were carried out only on the cathodes charged to 4.8V. Fig.
7(a) shows the DSC curve of the cathode material after the cells were charged to 4.8 V. There is

no difference in peak temperature and the generated heat for the pristine and Al2O3 coated
electrodes after the first charging. The exothermic peak temperature is 375 °C and the total
generated heat is ~2700 J g-1. The exothermic peak corresponds to the reaction between the
electrolyte and charged cathode material, i.e. the oxidation of solvents by oxygen released from
the cathode material [37]. Fig. 7(b) displays the DSC curves of cathode material charged to 4.8 V
after the 20th cycle. The intensity of heat flow increased slightly for both electrodes due to the
gradually decreased stability of cathode after cycling. The exothermic peaks are at 355 °C and
367 °C for the pristine and Al2O3 coated electrodes, respectively. The total generated heat increases
from ~2700 J g-1 to ~3600 J g-1 for both the pristine and Al2O3 coated electrodes, indicating a
decreased thermal stability after 20 cycles. Even though the generated heat remains the same, the
exothermal peak temperature corresponding to the reaction between the electrolyte and charged
cathode for the Al2O3 coated samples is delayed by 12 °C compared to the pristine samples,
indicating a better thermal stability of the Al2O3 coated electrodes. At the first cycle, the charged
cathode is quite stable, therefore the effect of Al2O3 coating is negligible. With decreasing
structural stability upon cycles, the delay of exothermal peak due to the Al2O3 coating was
observed. The coating suppresses the oxygen released by the decomposition of charged cathode,
therefore delays the oxidation of electrolyte solvents. The endothermic peak in Fig. 7 (a) (b)
around 225 °C might be the decomposition of LiPF6 salt and the different shape of the endothermic
peak in Fig. 7 (b) compared to (a) might come from the side reactions accumulated during high
cut-off voltage cycling [38-40].

4. Conclusions
Ultrathin Al2O3 films is deposited using ALD on NCM523 composite electrodes. A significantly
improved performance under high operating voltage associated with the Al2O3 ALD coating is
demonstrated not only in cycle retention and coulombic efficiency, but also in thermal stability.
The capacity retention of Al2O3 coated cathode is considerably better than that of pristine cathode
in the voltage range of 2-4.8 V. The exothermic peak corresponding to the reaction between the
charged electrode and electrolyte is delayed by 12 °C due to the existence of the Al2O3 ALD
coating. The electrochemical analysis using EIS demonstrates the Al2O3 ALD coating suppresses
side reactions between electrode and electrolyte, which reduces charge transfer resistance and
enhances the apparent Li+ diffusivity of the composite cathode. In addition, the thermal analyses
using DSC demonstrates that oxygen release is inhibited to some extent so that thermal stability is
improved after cycling.
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Figures

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of pristine and Al2O3 coated NCM523 electrodes

Fig. 2 HRTEM images of NCM523 particles before (a) and after (b) Al2O3 ALD coatings

Fig. 3 XPS spectrum of Al 2p for pristine and Al2O3 coated electrode

Fig. 4 Cycling performance of pristine and Al2O3 coated electrodes at 1C (a) 2-4.8 V and (b) 34.6 V after the initial cycle at C/10

Fig. 5 Voltage versus capacity profiles of electrodes cycled at 1C after the initial cycle at C/10
(a) pristine 2-4.8 V, (b) Al2O3 coated 2-4.8 V, (c) pristine 3-4.6 V, and (d) Al2O3 coated 34.6 V

Fig. 6 Differential capacity dQ/dV versus voltage profiles of electrodes (a) pristine 2-4.8 V, (b)
Al2O3 coated 2-4.8 V, (c) pristine 3-4.6 V, and (d) Al2O3 coated 3-4.6 V

Fig. 7 Nyquist plots and fitting plots of pristine and Al2O3 coated electrodes after cycling at 1C
(a) pristine 2-4.8 V, (b) Al2O3 coated 2-4.8 V, (c) pristine 3-4.6 V, (d) Al2O3 coated 3-4.6 V, (e)
Equivalent circuit to fit Nyquist plots, and (f) Relationship between real parts of the complex
impedance and ω−1/2 for pristine and Al2O3 coated electrodes

Fig. 8 DSC curves of the sealed pan with pristine or Al2O3 coated electrode material and
electrolyte (a) 1st charged to 4.8 V and (b) Charged to 4.8 V after 20 cycles

Table 1 Comparison of initial charge-discharge capacities and coulombic efficiencies of pristine
and coated electrodes
Charge (mAh g-1)

Discharge (mAh g-1)

Coulombic efficiency

Pristine (2-4.8 V)

277.2

230.6

83.2%

Coated (2-4.8 V)

247.9

218.7

88.2%

Pristine (3-4.6 V)

275.2

225.0

81.8%

Coated (3-4.6 V)

236.8

199.4

84.2%

Table 2 Comparison of voltage drop before the beginning of each discharging
2-4.8 V

3-4.6 V

Cycle

1st

10th

20th

30th

1st

20th

40th

60th

80th

100th

Pristine

0.29

0.52

0.68

0.81

0.10

0.27

0.34

0.42

0.48

0.55

Coated

0.15

0.36

0.41

0.47

0.10

0.13

0.15

0.18

0.21

0.26

Table 3 Impedance parameters of equivalent circuits and cell potentials in EIS measurements
Pristine

Al2O3 coated

Rs /Ω Rsei /Ω Rct /Ω Potential /V Rs /Ω Rsei /Ω Rct /Ω Potential /V
(2-4.8 V) 20 cycles

0.27

8.2

219.4

3.66

0.23

14.1

60.8

3.65

(2-4.8 V) 50 cycles

0.35

6.2

308.1

3.71

0.87

10.5 129.6

3.68

(3-4.6 V) 50 cycles

1.1

7. 3

37.7

3.67

0.27

12.0

16.3

3.66

(3-4.6 V) 100 cycles

1.1

3.1

94.9

3.69

0.77

9.59

40.4

3.67

